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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR MULTI-BEACON INTERACTION AND MANAGEMENT

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This application claims the benefit of US Provisional Application number

62/311,537 filed 22-MAR-2016, which is incorporated in its entirety by this reference.

[0002] This application is related to U.S. Patent Application number 15/288,302

filed 07-OCT-2016, U.S. Patent Application number 15/253,376 filed 31-AUG-2016, and

U.S. Patent Application number 15/436,564 filed 17-FEB-2017, each of which are

incorporated in their entirety by this reference.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0003] This invention relates generally to the wireless communication field, and

more specifically to a new and useful system and method for facilitating multi-beacon

interaction in the wireless communication field.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE FIGURES

[0004] FIGURE 1 is a flowchart representation of the method for multi-beacon

interaction.

[0005] FIGURE 2 is a schematic representation of a first variation of setting

migration from a first beacon to a second beacon.

[0006] FIGURE 3 is a schematic representation of a second variation of setting

migration from a first beacon to a second beacon.

[0007] FIGURE 4 is a schematic representation of a first variation of beacon cluster

operation.

[0008] FIGURE 5 is a schematic representation of a second variation of beacon

cluster operation.

[0009] FIGURE 6 is a schematic representation of a variation of the system for multi-

beacon interaction.



[0010] FIGURE 7 is a schematic representation of a first variation of the method,

including detecting a trigger event and transferring settings in response to the trigger event

from a first beacon to a second beacon.

[001 ] FIGURE 8 is a schematic representation of a second variation of the method,

including detecting a trigger event, listening for a beacon identifier, and assigning settings

based on the received identifier.

[0012] FIGURE 9 is a schematic representation of a third variation of the method,

including determining the beacon(s) within the cluster, detecting a trigger event,

determining the settings for the beacon(s), assigning the settings to the beacons (e.g.,

storing the settings on-board the beacon(s)), and operating the beacons based on the

settings.

[0013] FIGURE 10 is a schematic representation of a third variation the method,

including detecting a trigger event, listening for beacon identifiers, and assigning settings

based on the received identifiers in the management system.

[0014] FIGURE 11 is a schematic representation of a fourth variation of the method,

including detecting a trigger event, listening for beacon identifiers, assigning settings based

on the received identifiers in the management system, and operating the beacons based on

the settings, including returning re-assigned returned information.

[0015] FIGURE 12 is a schematic representation of an example of setting migration

from an old beacon to a new beacon.

[0016] FIGURE 13 is a schematic representation of a specific example of determining

broadcast parameters for each beacon to alternate broadcasting amongst the beacons within

the cluster, transferring the broadcast parameters to the beacons, and operating the beacons

based on the broadcast parameters.

[001 7] FIGURE 14 is a schematic representation of a specific example of determining

broadcast parameters for each beacon to minimize power consumption per broadcast,

transferring the broadcast parameters to the beacons, and operating the beacons based on

the broadcast parameters.

[0018] FIGURE 15 is a schematic representation of a specific example of determining

the broadcast parameters for each beacon to achieve a target signal parameter (e.g., signal



strength) at a given location while minimizing broadcast parameters for each beacon in the

cluster.

[001 9] FIGURE 16 is an exploded view of a variation of the beacon.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0020] The following description of the preferred embodiments of the invention is

not intended to limit the invention to these preferred embodiments, but rather to enable any

person skilled in the art to make and use this invention.

1. Overview.

[0021] As shown in FIGURE l , the method for multi-beacon management includes:

determining occurrence of a trigger event Sioo; determining the beacon to be acted upon

S200; determining the settings to be assigned S300; assigning the settings to the beacon

S400; and operating the beacon according to the settings S500. This method functions to

extend the functional lifetime of a set of beacons.

[0022] In a first variation, the method extends the functional lifetime of a beacon set

by automatically migrating beacon settings from old beacons to new beacons. In an

embodiment of the first variation, the system includes an old, pre-configured beacon (e.g.,

venue, object), and a new, unconfigured beacon (e.g., with default settings). In this

variation, broadcast parameters from the pre-configured beacon can be migrated to the

unconfigured beacon. In a second variation, the method extends the functional lifetime of a

beacon set by automatically decreasing the power expenditure of each beacon within a set,

while maintaining the same overall identifier broadcast rate from the beacon set as a whole.

In an embodiment of the second variation, beacon advertisement parameters (e.g.,

frequency, timing) can be coordinated amongst a beacon plurality to cooperatively simulate

a single beacon. However, the system can include any suitable number of beacons

interacting in any other suitable manner. However, the method can extend the functional

lifetime of a beacon set in any other suitable manner.

2. Benefits

[0023] Individual beacons typically have a limited functional lifetime (e.g., 3-4

years). This beacon lifetime is typically defined by the amount of power that can be stored

on-board the beacon (as most beacons are disconnected from a continuous source of



power), the transmission power required by the wireless communication protocol for each

broadcast, and the information broadcast rate. This limited lifespan can be problematic in

applications requiring beacon operation for longer durations. In particular, the limited

lifespan requires beacon operators to not only continuously monitor their beacons for low

beacon state of charge (SOC), but also requires the beacon operators to re-program each

replacement beacon with the settings for the replaced beacon. This re-programming can be

time-consuming and difficult, as the settings for the to-be-replaced beacon (e.g., now-dead

beacon, or close-to-dead beacon) can be difficult to identify and/or retrieve.

[0024] This system and method can resolve this latter issue (beacon re-

programming) by enabling easy beacon replacement. In particular, in some variations, the

system and method automatically identifies the new and old beacons, and seamlessly

migrates settings from old beacons to new beacons without much, or any, user input.

[0025] The system and method can additionally resolve the former issue (limited

beacon lifespan) by leveraging multi-beacon coordination. In particular, in some variations,

the system and method automatically coordinates operation between multiple beacons to

minimize the power consumption rate of each beacon. In one example, the system and

method divides the advertising interval between each beacon in a set, such that each beacon

broadcasts less frequently. In a second example, the system and method coordinates the

beacons to advertise concurrently with less broadcasting power, relying on constructive

signal interference to provide the desired signal strength at a given physical location.

However, the system and method can resolve these issues in any other suitable manner.

3. System.

[0026] As shown in FIGURE 6, the system 10 for multi-beacon interaction can

include: one or more beacons and a management system. The system can additionally

include a user device or any other suitable device.

3.1 Beacon.

[0027] The beacon 100 of the system functions to broadcast a frame 110 according to

a set of beacon settings. The beacon can optionally function as a receiving device (e.g.,

receive frames; determine the received signal strength, which can be used to determine the

transmitting beacon's SOC, trilaterate or triangulate the transmitting beacon's location; etc.)

or perform any other suitable functionality. The beacon can optionally receive or transmit



data packets, which can include beacon frames, control instructions, information identifiers

(e.g., a URI), or any other suitable data. When the beacon receives data packets, the beacon

can unpack the data packet, forward the data packet, or otherwise manage the data packet.

[0028] The system can include one or more beacons of one or more types. Examples

of beacon types include: a venue beacon (e.g., statically mounted to a venue surface), an

object beacon (e.g., statically mounted to an object, such as a mobile object), a powered

beacon (e.g., plugged into a power source), or any other suitable beacon. In one variation,

the beacons can be organized into clusters of one or more beacons. The beacons in the

cluster can be separate and distinct, touching, or otherwise physically related.

[0029] The frame n o (e.g., packet) functions to encode information in the signal

broadcast (e.g., advertised) by the beacon. The frame can be received by the user device,

secondary beacon system(s), other beacons, or by any other suitable device proximal the

beacon. The frame is preferably broadcast by the beacon (or set of beacons) according to the

beacon settings, but can be otherwise broadcast. The frame can encode information

according to iBeacon, Eddystone, WiFi, Zigbee, Z-wave, or any other suitable protocol. The

frame information (e.g., payload) can include a beacon identifier, a URI, beacon operation

parameter values, reference values (e.g., reference RSSI), and/or any other suitable

information. The frame information can be determined based on the beacon settings, be

received from a user, be generated by the beacon itself (e.g., based on sensors or systems on

board the beacon), or otherwise determined.

[0030] The beacon identifier can be used to retrieve information (e.g., settings)

associated with the beacon. The information can be retrieved from the beacon itself or an

external system, such as a remote computing system, a second beacon, a user device, or

another system. In one example, the information can be product information for a product

associated with the beacon. In a second example, the retrieved information can be for a

geographic region associated with (e.g., encompassing or proximal) the beacon. In a third

example, the retrieved information can be a link (e.g., a URI) from which information can

be retrieved. However, the information associated with the beacon can be any other suitable

information.

[0031] The beacon identifier and/or pattern of identifiers (over time, space, etc.) can

be a globally unique identifier, a locally unique identifier (e.g., unique among beacons



within a geographic region), a temporally unique identifier (e.g., unique among beacons

concurrently active), a non-unique identifier, or any other suitable identifier. The beacon

identifier can be static (e.g., permanently assigned to the beacon), variable or dynamic (e.g.,

periodically assigned to the beacon), or otherwise configured. The variable beacon identifier

can be automatically generated based on a static identifier associated with the beacon (e.g.,

calculated), randomly assigned, or otherwise determined. The variable beacon identifier can

be generated by a remote computing system, the beacon, a secondary beacon system, a user

device, or any other suitable computing system. The variable beacon identifier (e.g.,

broadcast identifier) can be resolved into the beacon's static identifier (e.g., manufacturer

identifier, beacon identifier) by a receiving device or system connected to the receiving

device (e.g., using the equation, etc.). The variable beacon identifier can be resolved in the

manner disclosed in US Application number 14/463,582 filed 19-AUG-2014, which is

incorporated in its entirety by this reference, or be otherwise resolved. In one example, the

beacon identifier is a globally non-unique identifier that is resolved into a globally unique

identifier by an external system (e.g., using a set of rules, an encoded key, an equation, the

location of the user device receiving the beacon identifier, the pattern of broadcast

identifiers, etc.). However, the beacon identifier can be otherwise determined and/or used.

[0032] The beacon operation parameter values (e.g., telemetry data) function to

characterize historic and/or current beacon operation. Receiving devices (e.g., user devices,

other beacons, the remote computing system) can use the operation parameter values to

track beacon performance or health, detect trigger events, monitor venue or object

interaction, or use the operation parameter values in any other suitable manner. Beacon

operation parameters can include: beacon SOC (state of charge); battery voltage;

temperature; pressure; ambient light; ambient acoustics; time (e.g., relative or absolute;

acceleration (e.g., 3-axis, single axis); whether the beacon is or was in motion; motion state

duration; beacon location (e.g., relative, GPS, etc.); beacon uptime (e.g., since last restart);

magnetometer readings; GPIO pin state; information about external device connections to

the beacon, such as number of connections, connection frequency, connection time, or other

connection information (e.g., determined by a secondary radio operating in master mode or

otherwise scanning for connections); error codes (e.g., firmware, internal clock errors, etc.);

or include any other suitable parameter value. Beacon operation parameters can be



determined (e.g., calculated, measured, etc.) based on signals sampled by on-board sensors,

other computing systems (e.g., beacons, user devices, etc.), or otherwise determined.

Beacon operation parameters can be included in the broadcast frame, retrieved from the

beacon, estimated or calculated (e.g., based on the beacon's runtime or number of user

device queries for the beacon identifier), or otherwise determined.

[0033] The beacon settings function to define how the beacon operates, what

information the beacon is associated with (e.g., the frame information, retrieved

information), and/or any other suitable beacon-associated information. The beacons can be

pre-configured with beacon settings, unconfigured (e.g., operate according to default beacon

settings), or otherwise configured. All or a portion of the beacon settings can be stored on

the beacon, the remote computing system, the user device, or otherwise stored.

[0034] The beacon settings can include: broadcast parameters, frame information

(e.g., payload information), returned information, permissions information, or any other

suitable information. Beacon settings can be automatically determined (e.g., using the

method described herein, based on an associated user account or cluster, etc.), manually

specified, or otherwise determined.

[0035] Broadcast parameters (e.g., advertising parameters) function to define how

the beacon should broadcast the frames, and can additionally or alternatively determine all

or a portion of the beacon frame information. Broadcast parameters can include: the beacon

identifier (e.g., the broadcast identifier, information underlying the broadcast identifier,

UUID, major, minor, etc.), advertising frequency (e.g., frequency of advertising events

separated by an advertising interval), advertising interval (e.g., broadcasting interval,

broadcasting period), advertising time (e.g., broadcasting time) (e.g., relative time to a

reference point, such as a power-on time; global or absolute time, such as from a GPS signal

or an external device; etc.; time of each advertising event, time for the first advertising

event; etc.), advertising trigger event, broadcasting power, broadcast schedule (e.g.,

including the identifier to be broadcast at a given advertising frequency, advertising time,

broadcast power, etc.), reference RSSI (e.g., expected RSSI a predetermined distance from

the beacon), operation modes, and/or any other suitable information.

[0036] In one variation, the beacon, or set thereof, is operable between one or more

operation modes. Operation modes can include: a high power mode (e.g., on, broadcasting,



etc.), a low power mode (e.g., off; sleeping; etc.), a default broadcasting mode (e.g.,

broadcasting according to default settings), as configured broadcasting mode (e.g.,

broadcasting according to configured settings), a serial broadcasting mode (e.g., each

beacon in the set sequentially broadcasts shared information), a concurrent broadcasting

mode (e.g., each beacon in the set concurrently broadcasts shared information), a master

mode (e.g., the beacon functions as a master device), a slave mode (e.g., the beacon

functions as a slave device), or include any other suitable set of operation modes. The

beacons preferably operate as slave devices, but can additionally or alternatively constantly

or periodically function as master devices. The beacons preferably operate in the default

mode until configured, but can operate in any other suitable mode. The beacons preferably

operate in the default mode when reset (e.g., upon occurrence of a reset event, such as

beacon receipt of a reset instruction, beacon detection of a reset motion pattern, triggering a

reset button or switch on the beacon, etc), but can alternatively operate in any other suitable

mode when reset.

[0037] Returned information preferably includes the information returned by the

remote computing system and/or user device based on the beacon identifier, but can

include other information. Returned information can include: content (e.g., images, video,

templates, etc.), user information (e.g., purchase history, travel history, etc.), an action (e.g.,

open a browser, launch a client or native application, send a notification, etc.), URI(s),

beacon settings (e.g., for the beacon itself or other beacons), or any other suitable

information. Other information the beacon can be associated with include: a beacon name,

beacon tag (e.g., metadata), GPS location, schedule (e.g., operation mode schedule), MAC

address, hardware or software revision, or any other suitable information.

[0038] The beacon can include one or more: communication systems, sensors,

processing systems, power sources, mounting mechanisms, or any other suitable

component.

[0039] The communication system of the beacon functions to transmit and/or

receive data packets. The communication system is preferably selectively operable between

broadcasting and listening (e.g., periodically switch states, etc.), wherein the processing

system preferably operates the radio between the two modes, but can alternatively be



otherwise operated. The communication system can be wired (e.g., Ethernet), wireless (e.g.,

include a radio), or be otherwise configured.

[0040] The radio can include a transceiver and an antenna, but can alternatively

include any other suitable component. The transceiver can be integrated in to the processing

system or be separate. The antenna is preferably an omnidirectional antenna, but can

alternatively be a directional antenna, an antenna array (e.g., wherein the beacon can

individually or cooperatively perform beamforming techniques to target signals in a

predetermined direction), or be any other suitable type of antenna. The beacon can include

one or more radios. The radio is preferably for a short-range communication technology,

but can additionally or alternatively be for a long-range communication technology.

Examples of the radio include: a Bluetooth radio, a BLE radio, a Bluetooth long distance

radio, a WiFi radio, a WLAN radio, a WiMAX radio, a Zigbee radio, a NFC radio, or any

other suitable short or long range repeater, extender, protocol translator, or other suitable

means for conducting a one-way or two-way communication protocol. In a specific example,

the radio includes a 2.4GHz BLE radio.

[0041] The sensor functions to monitor operation parameters of the beacon system.

The operation parameters can include beacon system parameters (e.g., power storage SOC,

user connection frequency, internal temperature, physical orientation, etc.), environmental

parameters (e.g., ambient temperature, ambient light, ambient noise, vibration, etc.), or

include any other suitable parameter. The beacon system can include one or more sensors of

the same or different type. The sensor can be an accelerometer, gyroscope, altimeter,

microphone, transducer, temperature sensor, light sensor, or be any other suitable sensor.

[0042] The processing system of the beacon system functions to control frame

broadcasting, control data transfer between the beacon and external systems (e.g., user

device, remote computing system, secondary beacons), manage beacon system operation

between the set of operation modes, or perform any other suitable functionality. The beacon

system can include one or more processing systems of the same or different type. The

processing system can be a CPU, GPU, microprocessor, or be any other suitable processing

system. The processing system can additionally include memory (e.g., RAM, flash), or

include any other suitable component. The processing system is preferably electrically



coupled to (e.g., connected to) and communicates with the radio, sensor(s), or any other

suitable component.

[0043] The power source of the beacon system functions to power the beacon system

components. The beacon can be operable in a single power class, multiple power classes, or

any other suitable power class. The power source is preferably wired to the powered

components, but can alternatively be wirelessly connected to the powered components (e.g.,

via induction). The beacon system can include one or more power sources of the same or

different type. The power source can include a battery (e.g., secondary battery, such as

lithium chemistry batteries, nickel cadmium batteries, CR2477 batteries, etc.), a power

connector (e.g., a wall outlet plug, a set of pins, an induction coil, or any other suitable

power connector, etc.), an energy harvesting system (e.g., motion harvesting), or any other

suitable power source.

[0044] The beacon can additionally include a housing that functions to mechanically

encapsulate the beacon components. The housing can be made of plastic, metal, ceramic, or

from any other suitable material. The housing preferably entirely encapsulates the beacon

components, but can alternatively partially expose the components or otherwise encapsulate

the components. The housing can optionally include a mounting mechanism that functions

to mount the beacon to a mounting surface. Examples of the mounting mechanism include:

adhesive, hooks, clips, screws, or any other suitable transient or permanent mounting

mechanism. In one variation, the mounting mechanism can double as a power switch for

the beacon (e.g., wherein mounting the beacon connects a power circuit; tearing off the

adhesive connects or disconnects a power circuit; etc.). However, the beacon can include

any other suitable component.

3.2 Management system

[0045] The management system 200 functions to store and/or associate beacon

information, beacon identifiers (e.g., static identifiers, variable identifiers, identifier

resolution rules, global identifiers, etc), beacon settings (e.g., associated with the beacon

identifier and/or associated user device), or any other suitable information. The

management system can additionally or alternatively: resolve broadcast beacon identifiers

into static beacon identifiers, verify access to beacon information, verify access for beacon

setting adjustment (e.g., using a whitelist, blacklist, password, credentials, etc.), monitor



beacon performance (e.g., based on the beacon telemetry data received from intermediary

devices, such as user devices or another WAP, etc.; wherein the management system

automatically sends a notification to replace a beacon or clone the beacon settings when the

beacon SOC falls below a threshold, etc.), monitor user device location(s) (e.g., based on the

known physical locations of the beacon(s) transmitting the signals received by the respective

user device and the signal receipt time); migrate beacon settings from a first beacon

identifier to a second beacon identifier, determine and/or coordinate multi-beacon

broadcast, or perform any other suitable functionality. In one variation, the management

system functions as the source of truth, and controls all setting reassignment or updates

(e.g., the settings stored on the beacon are always received from the management system).

In a second variation, the management system functions as a backup, and stores a copy of

the settings for each beacon (e.g., beacon setting adjustment can bypass the management

system). However, the management system can perform any other suitable functionality.

The management system preferably includes a set of remote computing systems (e.g., a DNS

system) including one or more servers, but can alternatively or additionally include a set of

beacons (e.g., a master beacon), user devices (e.g., a native application executing on the user

device, a browser application on the user device, etc.), or be any other suitable computing

system.

3.3 User device.

[0046] The system can additionally include a user device 300. The user device can

function as an intermediary between the beacon(s) and the management device. The user

device can additionally or alternatively receive beacon signals (broadcast by the beacons),

send the beacon frames (e.g., extracted from the beacon signals) to the management system,

analyze beacon signal parameters (e.g., signal strength) and/or beacon telemetry values

(e.g., extracted from the frame), receive returned information from the management

system, send the returned information to one or more endpoints (e.g., beacons), display the

beacon information, or perform any other suitable function. The user device can

additionally or alternatively execute a native application (e.g., client), a browser application,

or any other suitable application that functions to perform all or part of the method (e.g.,

receive beacon signals, process beacon signals and/or frames, associate frames with access

permissions prior to transmission to the remote computing system, etc.). The user device



preferably functions as a master device, but can alternatively or additionally function as a

slave device (e.g., periodically, continuously, etc.).

[0047] The user device is preferably a mobile device associated with the user (e.g.,

through a user account), and can include mobile phones, laptops, smartphones, tablets,

watches, or any other suitable mobile device. However, the user device can be stationary.

The user device can include: one or more data connections (e.g., radios), outputs (e.g.,

display, speakers, etc.), inputs (e.g., touchscreen, keyboard, microphone, camera, light

sensor, etc.), power storage, and/or any other suitable component. The one or more data

connections function to communicate data with the remote computing system and/or one

or more beacons. The data connection is preferably of the same type (e.g., protocol) as the

beacon communication system, but can additionally or alternatively be different (e.g.,

wherein the system includes an intermediary translator). The data connection is preferably

a wireless connection, such as WiFi, a cellular network service, or any other suitable wireless

connection, a near field connection, such as radiofrequency, Bluetooth, or any other suitable

near field communication connection, or a wired connection, such as a LAN line. The user

device can additionally or alternatively function as the server, such as in a distributed

network system.

3.4 Setting Repository.

[0048] The system can optionally include a setting repository, which functions to

store the settings for and/or to be assigned to each beacon or beacon cluster. The setting

repository can be the beacon to be cloned, the system determining the settings (e.g.,

calculating the settings, retrieving the settings, etc.), or be any other suitable system. The

setting repository can be a beacon (e.g., beacon to be cloned, beacon that received the

cluster's settings, etc.), the user device, the management system, or any other suitable

system.

4. Method.

[0049] As shown in FIGURE 1, the method for multi-beacon interaction (e.g.,

method for extending the effective lifespan of a beacon) includes: determining the

occurrence of a trigger event S100; determining the beacons to be acted upon S200;

determining the settings to be assigned S300; assigning the settings to the beacons S400;

and operating the beacons according to the settings S500. The method is preferably



performed with the system described above, but can alternatively be performed with any

other suitable system.

[0050] In a first variation, the method extends the functional lifetime of a beacon set

by automatically migrating beacon settings from old beacons (e.g., configured beacons) to

new beacons (e.g., unconfigured beacons) (examples shown in FIGURES 2 and 3). In an

embodiment of this variation, this method can include: detecting a migration initiation

event, determining beacon settings for the old beacon, storing the beacon settings on the

new beacon, and operating the new beacon according to the beacon settings. In an example

of this embodiment, the method can include: placing a new beacon next to an old beacon,

detecting a migration initiation event, listening for packets broadcast by the old beacon,

generating migration data including the broadcast identifier for the old beacon (e.g., at the

user device or management system), transmitting the migration data (e.g., to the new

beacon and/or management system), and automatically assigning the settings for the old

beacon to the new beacon in response to receipt of the migration data (e.g., at the new

beacon and/or management system), such that the new beacon functions as the old beacon.

The new beacon can additionally be reset to default settings, such that the new beacon can

be reused. In a second example, the user device listens for the packet, receives the dynamic

or static identifier for the new beacon (e.g., broadcast by the new beacon), generates the

migration data based on the received packet and new beacon identifier (e.g., connects to and

retrieves the broadcast parameters from the old beacon), and sends the migration data to

the new beacon and/or remote computing system. The new beacon is preferably placed

within a predetermined distance of the old beacon (e.g., within 1 inch, 2 inches, 5 inches, 10

inches, etc.), but can alternatively be placed on top of the old beacon or otherwise

positioned. The migration initiation event can include: shaking the new beacon, coupling

the new beacon to the mounting surface, selection of a migration icon on a native

application on the user device, or any other suitable migration initiation event. The new

beacon, the user device, or any other suitable device can listen for packets broadcast by the

old beacon and/or generate the migration data. In one embodiment, the new beacon listens

for the packet (e.g., broadcast identifier, broadcast information, etc.), generates the

migration data based on the received packet (e.g., packages the broadcast identifier for the

old beacon with a dynamic or static identifier for the new beacon), and sends the migration



data to the user device (e.g., application) for transmission to the remote computing system.

After setting migration, the new beacon can function as a clone of the old beacon, return the

same information as the old beacon, or otherwise function as the old beacon.

[0051] In a second variation, the method extends the functional lifetime of a beacon

set by automatically coordinating the broadcast parameters of each beacon within a beacon

cluster to decrease power consumption (examples shown in FIGURES 4 and 5). In this

variation, the method can include: placing a plurality of beacons close together, detecting a

clustering event, identifying beacons within the cluster, and automatically assigning

broadcast parameters (e.g., including a common broadcast identifier and the same or

differing broadcast schedule) to all beacons within the cluster, such that all beacons within

the cluster cooperatively simulate a single beacon. In one embodiment, the variant includes

decreasing the broadcast rate for each beacon (e.g., by the number of beacons within the

cluster. In a second embodiment, the method includes decreasing the broadcasting power

output for each beacon (e.g., halving the broadcasting power) by relying on constructive

interference to provide sufficient broadcast strength. In this embodiment, the method can

additionally include determining the position of each beacon within the cluster relative to

other beacons within the cluster (e.g., automatically or manually, by one or more beacons or

the user device, etc.), and coordinating beacon broadcasting times to maximize the

interference volume, maximize the number of interference regions, optimize interference

within a predetermined physical volume, or achieve any other suitable goal. Alternatively or

additionally, the broadcast times amongst all beacons can be synchronized within the

cluster, such that all beacons within the cluster broadcast at the same time. Each beacon is

preferably placed within a predetermined distance of another beacon within the cluster

(e.g., within 1 inch, 2 inches, 5.08cm, 5 inches, 10 inches, etc.), but can alternatively be

placed on top of other beacons within the cluster or otherwise positioned. The clustering

event can include: shaking the new beacon, coupling the beacon to the mounting surface,

selection of a clustering icon on a native application on the user device, detecting multiple

beacons within a predetermined physical volume, detecting multiple beacons without

settings within a predetermined physical volume, or include any other suitable clustering

initiation event. The new beacon, the user device, or any other suitable device can identify

the beacons within the cluster. The beacons within the cluster can be beacons unassociated



with any settings or with default settings (e.g., as determined by the management system),

beacons selected by the user (e.g., on a user device, such as through the application),

beacons broadcasting a default identifier, beacons arranged within a predetermined

distance of the user device or within a predetermined physical space, or be otherwise

identified. The settings are preferably automatically assigned to the beacons (e.g., after

identification) by the remote computing system, but can alternatively be assigned after

receipt of the settings from a user, or otherwise assigned. The settings can include the

broadcast identifier, broadcast schedule, associated information, or any other suitable

information. In a first specific example, a first beacon of the cluster can be set up by the

user, wherein the remaining beacons of the cluster are cloned in the manner disclosed in the

first variation of the method. In a second specific example, all beacons of the cluster are set

up at the same time. However, beacon setting assignment can be otherwise performed.

However, the method can extend the functional lifetime of a beacon set in any other suitable

manner.

4.1 Detecting a trigger event.

[0052] Determining occurrence of a trigger event S100 functions to determine when

beacon settings should be cloned, migrated, or otherwise changed. Additionally or

alternatively, the trigger event can function to determine when beacons should be clustered,

or trigger any other suitable process. The trigger event can function as a migration initiation

event, a clustering event, or any other suitable event. The trigger event can be detected by

the new beacon (e.g., unconfigured beacon, beacon with default settings, a beacon without

associated settings), an old beacon (e.g., configured beacon, a beacon with associated

settings), a user device, a remote computing system (e.g., in response to receipt of a beacon

identifier without associated settings), or by any other suitable system.

[0053] In a first variation, the trigger event can be beacon vibration (e.g., as detected

by the beacon accelerometer, example shown in FIGURE 7), beacon mounting to a surface

(example shown in FIGURE 10, e.g., wherein the mounting mechanism includes a switch

actuated by beacon mounting, wherein switch actuation can be the trigger event), or beacon

power-on. In a second variation, the trigger event can be beacon receipt of a broadcast

signal, frame, or identifier (e.g., wherein the beacon operates as a master device; through

the broadcasting protocol, through a second short-range broadcasting protocol, such as



NFC, BLE, etc.). In a third variation, the trigger event can be beacon placement within a

predetermined geofence or volume (e.g., predefined by a user). In a fourth variation, the

trigger event can be user device vibration (e.g., detected by the user device accelerometer).

In a fifth variation, the trigger event can include user device or management system receipt

of a signal broadcast by a new beacon (e.g., a beacon without assigned settings), wherein the

frame can include default settings (e.g., default identifier), have a different structure from

beacons with settings, or be otherwise identified. In one example, the user device can

automatically launch the setting transfer application in response to receipt of the new

beacon identifier. In a sixth variation, the trigger event can include selection of a setting

transfer icon (e.g., migration initiation icon, clustering icon, etc.) at an application on the

user device (examples shown in FIGURES 9 and 10). In a seventh variation, the trigger

event can be satisfaction of a set of conditions (e.g., timer expiration, ambient parameters

meeting predetermined values, etc.). However, any other suitable trigger event can be

detected.

4.2 Beacon set determination.

[0054] Determining the beacons to be acted upon S200 functions to identify the

beacons for setting assignment. The beacon set (e.g., cluster) can be determined

automatically, manually, or otherwise determined. The beacon set can be determined by a

user (e.g., wherein the user selects the IDs or representations for beacons to be included in

the cluster, example shown in FIGURE 10), a user device (e.g., wherein the cluster includes

all or some of the beacons from which the user device receives signals within a given time

period, user device translation range, or other bounding condition; example shown in

FIGURE 9), the beacon(s) itself (e.g., wherein the beacon receives signals from adjacent

beacons, such as while operating in a master mode), the management system (e.g., beacons

sharing a common user identifier, location, tag, or other variable value), manufacturer

determined (e.g., pre-associated into clusters at the manufacturing or shipping facility), or

otherwise determined. The beacon set is preferably determined after trigger event

occurrence, but can be determined before trigger event occurrence or at any other suitable

time.

[0055] In a first variation, the beacons to be acted upon are collocated beacons,

wherein the method includes determining beacon collocation S600, which functions to



determine that the beacons are physically located within a predetermined distance of each

other and/or define a beacon cluster (examples shown in FIGURES 2, 3, and 6). The

predetermined distance can be within 1 inch, 2 inches, 5 inches, 10 inches, a protocol-

limited distance (e.g., the transmission distance for a given protocol), or be any other

suitable distance. Beacon collocation determination can function as a trigger event, function

to select the beacons within a cluster, or be otherwise used. Beacon collocation (e.g., cluster

membership) can be defined virtually (e.g., wherein the respective beacon IDs are

associated with a cluster), physically (e.g., wherein collocated beacons form a cluster), or

otherwise determined. Beacon collocation can be determined based on images of the

beacons (e.g., recorded by a user device camera), based on the receipt and/or signal

strength of short-range protocol signals (e.g., NFC, BLE), based on known or estimated

physical beacon locations (e.g., determined through trilateration with known physical

reference points, such as old beacons), or otherwise determined.

[0056] In one embodiment, beacon collocation is determined by the beacon in

response to beacon receipt of signals, broadcast by a second beacon (e.g., old beacon). In

this variation, beacons can optionally be considered collocated when the signal strength of

the received signal exceeds a threshold signal strength (e.g., determined by the

manufacturer or user; calculated based on the broadcast power in the settings; etc.). In a

second embodiment, determining beacon collocation with the beacon includes detecting

physical connection to a second beacon (e.g., through force sensors in the housing,

induction, wired connection, etc.). In a third embodiment, determining beacon collocation

includes receiving signals, broadcast by a set of beacons, at a user device within a

predetermined amount of time (e.g., substantially concurrently, within a timeframe selected

based on the beacons' advertising interval, within a predetermined timeframe, etc.) and/or

while the user device is substantially static (examples shown in FIGURES 9, 11, 12, 13, 14,

and 15). Determining that the user device is substantially static can include: determining

that the user device is located within a predetermined physical region; determining that the

user device is moving less than a threshold amount, as determined based on on-board

orientation sensors; determining that the user device is moving less than a threshold

amount between measurements; determining that sequential RSSI measurements by the

user device for the same beacon signal varies below a threshold variance; recording beacon



signals from multiple beacons within a small time frame, wherein the time frame is long

enough to encompass an advertising cycle but shorter than a user walking or movement

speed; determining that the user device motion falls below a threshold value; or be

otherwise determined. In a fourth embodiment, determining beacon collocation includes

determining physical locations for a set of beacons (e.g., through trilateration from a

plurality of user devices with known physical locations, through user-assigned labels or tags,

etc.) and automatically associating beacons located within a predetermined physical region

(e.g., geofence) in a cluster.

[0057] In a second variation, the cluster membership is defined by a user (example

shown in FIGURE 10). In one example, beacon representations (e.g., graphical

representations, icons, etc.) of candidate beacons (e.g., beacons from which signals are

received by the user device, beacons associated with the user account, etc.) can be displayed

on the user device, and the user can select the beacons to be clustered (e.g., virtually

grouped in the remote computing system). In a second example, the cluster membership

includes all beacons that have received a predetermined input pattern (e.g., tapping pattern,

audio pattern, light pattern, etc.).

[0058] In a third variation, the cluster membership can be automatically determined.

The cluster membership can be automatically determined based on the respective beacon

settings (e.g., broadcast identifier, advertising interval, etc.), based on the associated user

account, or determined based on any other suitable variable. In one example, beacons are

clustered based on broadcast parameters. In a specific example, new beacons (e.g., beacons

from which a default broadcast identifier are received) are included in a cluster. In a second

example, unconfigured beacons (e.g., beacons without configured settings stored in the

management system) are included in a cluster. In a third example, configured beacons are

included in a cluster. However, any other suitable beacon can be included in the cluster in

any other suitable manner.

4.3 Setting determination.

[0059] Determining the settings S300 functions to determine the beacon setting

values for each beacon within the cluster. The settings can be determined by the user, the

beacon(s), the user device, the remote computing system, or by any other suitable system.

The settings can be received (e.g., retrieved from a beacon, device, remote computing



system, etc; entered at a user device), calculated, extracted, determined using machine

learning techniques, iteratively determined, selected (e.g., from a predetermined chart or

graph), learned (e.g., using historic beacon operation data; similar beacon operation data or

settings; etc.), or otherwise determined. The settings can be determined before,

concurrently or after trigger event occurrence, beacon set determination, or at any other

suitable time.

[0060] The determined beacon settings can include all setting variables, a subset of

setting variables (e.g., only the broadcast identifier; only the broadcast parameters; subsets

of the broadcast parameters, such as the broadcast identifier and advertising interval; only

the returned information, such as the returned location or URI; only variables affecting the

broadcast frame; etc.), or include any other suitable set of settings.

[0061] In a first variation (e.g., setting migration), the determined beacon settings

include the settings for a second beacon (examples shown in FIGURES 2, 3, 7, 8, 11, and 12).

The second beacon is preferably a configured beacon (e.g., old beacon), but can be any other

suitable beacon. The second beacon can be within the beacon set identified in S200 or be

outside the set. In this variation, S300 can include identifying the beacon to be replicated

(e.g., cloned), and determining the settings for the identified beacon. The beacon to be

replicated can be: user identified (e.g., selected from a list of proximal beacons),

automatically identified (e.g., be a beacon identified by a received, be the configured beacon

within a cluster, be the beacon with a battery SOC or voltage less than a threshold SOC or

voltage), or otherwise identified. The identified beacon's settings can be determined by:

retrieving the settings from the beacon itself (e.g., connecting to the beacon and retrieving

or requesting the beacon settings from storage on-board the beacon), retrieving the settings

from a remote computing system (e.g., transmitting the beacon's broadcast identifier or

frame to the remote computing system, wherein the remote computing system returns

beacon settings associated with the beacon's broadcast identifier), or otherwise determining

the beacon settings.

[0062] In a second variation, the determined beacon settings include setting values

that satisfy a target parameter, wherein the method can additionally include determining a

target parameter S700 (example shown in FIGURE 15). The target parameter is preferably a

cluster operation parameter, but can alternatively be a setting variable for an individual



beacon (e.g., broadcasting parameter variables) or be any other suitable parameter. The

cluster operation parameter preferably characterizes the operation of a cluster of beacons,

operating cooperatively as a whole. Cluster operation parameters can include and/or be the

cluster equivalent of: beacon broadcast parameters, beacon operation parameters, or other

individual beacon variables, or be any other suitable variable. For example, cluster

operation parameters can include a target advertising schedule (e.g., interval), target

broadcast power for a given physical location, or common broadcasting identifier. The

target parameter can be user-determined (e.g., received at a user device), automatically

determined (e.g., be a default value; calculated, such as to optimize or maximize the

collective cluster lifetime, based on the individual beacons' telemetry data; be a learned

value; determined based on contextual data, the beacon use case, or other variables; etc.), or

be otherwise determined. The target parameter can be determined by the user device,

beacon, beacon cluster (e.g., crowdsourced), management system, or by any other suitable

system.

[0063] The setting values can be determined for individual beacons within the

cluster, for the cluster as a whole, or for any suitable set of beacons. The individual beacon

settings (determined based on the target parameter) can be the same for each beacon within

the beacon cluster, be different for each beacon within the cluster (e.g., have the same

broadcasting identifier, advertising interval, and broadcasting power, but different

advertising times; have the same broadcasting identifier, and different broadcasting power,

advertising intervals, and advertising times; etc.), or be otherwise related within the cluster.

[0064] The setting values can be determined based on: the target parameter value,

the number of beacons in the cluster (e.g., beacon plurality), the beacon telemetry values

(e.g., SOC), the spatial distribution of the beacons, the transmission wavelength, or based on

any other suitable variable. The setting values can be determined by: calculating the setting

value (e.g., using an optimization equation), iteratively determining the setting variable

value (e.g., picking an advertising frequency for each beacon and adjusting the frequency

when an operation parameter, such as SOC, changes beyond a predetermined threshold;

picking a set of setting values for each beacon, monitoring the parameter, adjusting one or

more of the setting values until the parameter value meets the target parameter value; etc.),

or otherwise determining the setting values.



[0065] In a first embodiment, the target parameter includes a common identifier,

wherein all beacons within the cluster broadcast the common identifier (common broadcast

identifier), examples shown in FIGURES 9 and 12-14. The common identifier can be

mapped to the same or different manufacturer identifier, returned information, or other

information for each beacon. The beacons within the cluster can optionally broadcast

secondary identifiers different from the common identifier (e.g., off-schedule, concurrent

with common identifier broadcast, etc.), wherein the secondary identifiers can map to the

same or different information as the common identifier. The common identifier can be: the

broadcast identifier for a beacon (e.g., a configured beacon, a beacon within the cluster, a

user-selected beacon, etc.), a user-entered broadcast identifier (e.g., at a native application,

browser, etc.; in association with a beacon of the cluster or the cluster itself), or be

determined in any other suitable manner.

[0066] The common identifier can be static or dynamic (e.g., rotate or change over

time). In the latter case, the broadcast identifiers are preferably coordinated amongst the

beacons in the cluster to cooperatively broadcast the dynamic identifier. In one variation,

coordinating broadcast beacon identifiers includes assigning each beacon one or more

different broadcast identifiers (e.g., based on a predetermined cycle of broadcast

identifiers), such that the cluster collectively broadcasts the dynamic identifier as the

broadcasting task rotates through each beacon in the cluster. In this variation, the

advertising order can additionally be determined based on the predetermined cycle. In a

second variation, coordinating broadcast beacon identifiers includes assigning the same set

of dynamic identifier generation rules to each beacon of the plurality and synchronizing the

beacons (e.g., using the intermediary device's clock, a GPS clock, etc.), such that each

beacon generates the respective dynamic identifier for a given timestamp based on the

synchronized clocks at the respective advertising time. However, the broadcast identifiers

can be otherwise coordinated amongst the beacons in a cluster.

[0067] In a second embodiment, the target parameter includes a target

advertisement frequency, wherein the beacon cluster cooperatively broadcast an identifier

at the advertisement frequency (e.g., operate in the serial broadcasting mode), example

shown in FIGURE 13. In this embodiment, S300 includes determining an advertisement

interval and/or an advertising time for each beacon within the cluster, such that when each



beacon broadcasts at the respective advertisement interval and advertising time, the cluster

cooperatively simulates a single beacon broadcasting at the target advertisement frequency.

The beacons in the cluster can broadcast serially, concurrently, or be otherwise coordinated.

[0068] Determining the advertisement interval (or frequency) for each beacon within

a cluster functions to determine how frequently each beacon needs to broadcast signals,

which functions to extend the lifetime of each beacon within the cluster (e.g., as compared

to a single beacon broadcasting at the target advertising frequency). In a first variation,

determining the advertisement interval for each beacon includes dividing the target

advertising frequency by the number of beacons in the cluster (e.g., number of beacons

concurrently connected to a user device; etc.). In a second variation, the advertisement

interval for each beacon is determined by allocating the advertising events to individual

beacons based on the respective beacon's SOC or battery voltage. For example, beacons with

higher SOCs can broadcast more frequently than beacons with lower SOCs. However, the

advertisement interval can be otherwise determined.

[0069] Determining the advertisement time for each beacon within a cluster

functions to coordinate signal broadcasting within the beacon cluster. The advertisement

time can be a global time (e.g., GPS time), a relative time (e.g., time from beacon or cluster

startup), or be any other suitable time. The advertisement time can be an initial reference

time (e.g., first advertisement time for the cluster), an initial advertising time for each

beacon (e.g., wherein the initial advertising times for sequentially advertising beacons are

staggered by the prior or subsequent beacon's advertisement interval), an advertising

schedule for each beacon, or be any other suitable advertisement time. The advertisement

time can be determined based on the target advertising frequency and each beacon's

respective advertising interval, or be otherwise determined. In one variation, the

advertisement time can be determined by the beacon itself, wherein a first beacon: operates

in a master mode, determines when second beacon last advertised the desired information

(e.g., retrieved from second beacon, records the timestamp of second beacon frame receipt

by the first beacon), and automatically determines the advertising time for the first beacon

based on first beacon's advertisement interval and target advertisement frequency.

[0070] In a third embodiment, the target parameter includes a target signal strength

for a predetermined location (example shown in FIGURE 15). In this variation, the signals



broadcast by the beacons in the cluster preferably cooperatively generate a total signal at the

predetermined location having the target signal strength (e.g., the signals constructively

interfere at the location to generate the total signal; the beacons operate in the concurrent

broadcasting mode). This variation can function to: decrease each beacon's individual

broadcasting power (e.g., relative to the broadcasting power required to achieve target

signal strength at the location for a single beacon); increase the cluster's broadcasting range

(e.g., relative to an individual beacon's broadcasting range), target specific locations while

excluding other locations (e.g., through constructive interference at the included locations

and destructive interference at the excluded locations; through beamforming; etc.), or

perform any other suitable functionality or achieve any other suitable result.

[0071] The target signal strength can be the default signal strength for the

predetermined location (e.g., the signal strength from a single beacon), be received from a

user, be determined from the target broadcasting power for each beacon (e.g., received from

a user, determined from an optimization or cost-function analysis, etc.), or otherwise

determined. The predetermined location can be a user device location, a user-specified

region, a predefined region proximal the beacon cluster (e.g., lm radius about the beacon

cluster, arbitrarily defined region, etc.), or be any other suitable location.

[0072] Determining setting values (e.g., broadcast parameters) to meet the target

signal strength for a predetermined location can include determining the broadcast

parameters for each beacon, wherein the broadcast parameters for each beacon include the

broadcasting power and the broadcasting schedule. However, the setting values can be

otherwise determined. The broadcasting power for each beacon is preferably lower than a

reference broadcasting power associated with the target signal strength at the physical

location for a single beacon, but can alternatively be the default broadcasting power, a

higher broadcasting power, or be any other suitable broadcasting power. Each beacon can

be on the same (e.g., synchronized) broadcasting schedule, with the same advertising time

and interval; be on different broadcasting schedules (e.g., wherein broadcasting from

beacons closer to the location are delayed relative to broadcasting from beacons further

from the location such that the signals arrive at the location at the same time); or be on any

other suitable schedule.



[0073] In a first variation of determining the setting values to meet the target signal

strength, the broadcast parameters are specified by a user. In a second variation, the

broadcast parameters are selected (e.g., based on the number of beacons in the cluster). In a

third variation, the broadcast parameters for each beacon are calculated. In a first

embodiment, calculating the broadcast parameters includes determining the broadcasting

power required to achieve the target signal strength at the location, and dividing the

broadcasting power by the number of beacons in the cluster. In a second embodiment,

calculating the broadcast parameters includes calculating the broadcasting power for each

beacon based on the respective beacon's telemetry data, such as battery SOC (e.g., using an

optimization function, etc.). In a third embodiment, calculating the broadcast parameters

includes calculating the respective broadcasting power and schedule for each beacon in the

cluster based on the respective beacon's position relative to the remainder of the cluster

and/or location. However, the broadcast parameters can be otherwise calculated. In a fourth

variation, the broadcast parameters are empirically determined. In a first embodiment,

empirically determining the broadcast parameters includes using beamforming techniques

(e.g., measuring signal reflections) to achieve the target signal strength at the location. In a

second embodiment, empirically determining the broadcast parameters includes: at a user

device located at the physical location, connecting to each beacon of the plurality; and while

the user device is connected to each beacon of the plurality, iteratively adjusting the

respective broadcast parameters for each beacon of the plurality until a target condition is

met (example shown in FIGURE 15). Target condition monitoring and/or broadcasting

parameter adjustment are preferably performed while the user device is substantially static,

but can be performed while the user device is in motion. The target condition can be a total

received signal strength, measured at the user device (e.g., RSSI), falling within a

predetermined range of the target signal strength (e.g., within 5% of the target signal

strength, etc.); be the broadcasting power for each beacon falling below a reference

broadcasting power associated with the target signal strength for a single beacon; or be any

other suitable target condition. The broadcasting parameter adjustment can be controlled

by user device (e.g., wherein the user device iteratively determines a new parameter value

and controls beacon to operate at said value), automatically controlled by beacon (e.g.,



according to a schedule, wherein the user device determines which combination is optimal

based on a monitored variable, such as RSSI), or otherwise controlled.

4.3 Setting assignment.

[0074] Assigning the settings to the beacon S400 functions to migrate, replicate (e.g.,

clone), set, or otherwise associate settings with the recipient beacon(s). The settings are

preferably assigned in response to occurrence of the trigger event, after setting

determination, but can alternatively be assigned at any other suitable time. The settings can

be automatically assigned, pseudo-manually assigned (e.g., wherein the user specifies the

settings and/or endpoints), or otherwise assigned. The settings can be settings determined

using S300 above, settings stored by the management system or beacon (e.g., in association

with the first beacon identifier, with a user account, with a physical location associated with

the first beacon identifier, etc.), settings received from a user (e.g., from a user device),

automatically determined settings (e.g., automatically generated based on beacon

association with a context, product, etc.), or otherwise determined settings. The settings can

be assigned by the management system (e.g., based on the identifiers for the source and/or

recipient beacons), by the user device (e.g., the same or different user device that

determined the trigger event; wherein the user device stores, retrieves, or receives the

settings from a source beacon or management system and sends or assigns the settings to

the recipient beacon), by a recipient beacon (e.g., wherein the recipient beacon requests the

settings from the source beacon, such as when the beacons store the settings), by a source

beacon (e.g., wherein the source beacon sends the settings to the recipient beacon), or by

any other suitable device. The settings can be assigned remotely (e.g., wherein the settings

are stored in association with the recipient beacon identifier by the management system;

examples shown in FIGURES 3, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14), locally (e.g., wherein the settings

are stored in on-board beacon storage; examples shown in FIGURES 2, 7, 9, 12, 13, 14, and

15), or otherwise stored. The management system preferably functions as the setting

repository or source of truth (e.g., controls when there is a conflict between local and remote

settings; wherein all beacon setting adjustment is controlled through the management

system; etc.), but a master beacon, the beacon itself (e.g., the management system functions

as a setting backup), the user device, or any other suitable system can function as the source



of truth. Alternatively, the system can have no source of truth (e.g., the management system

and beacon may have different copies of the settings, where neither controls).

[0075] Setting assignment is preferably controlled by the user device, but can

alternatively be controlled by the beacon(s) (e.g., operating in master mode, using a long-

range communication system, etc.), management system, or other system. Setting

assignment can include: receiving frames from the beacons at the user device, receiving the

settings from the setting repository at a user device, and transmitting the settings to the

respective beacon(s) from the user device. The user device can function as the setting

repository (e.g., calculates the setting values) or function as an intermediary.

[0076] In a first variation, the frames include source beacon frames and the recipient

beacon frames, and the setting repository is the source beacon. In this variation, the user

device connects to the source beacon, retrieves the beacon settings from the source beacon

(e.g., in response to receipt of a "migrate" icon selection), connects to the recipient beacon

(e.g., concurrently or after source beacon connection), and transmits the settings to the

recipient beacon, where the recipient beacon stores the settings in on-board storage. The

user device can optionally transmit the retrieved settings, source beacon identifier, and/or

recipient beacon identifier to the management system, which can associate the source

beacon information (e.g., transmitted settings, source beacon settings stored in the

management system, source beacon identifier, etc.) with the recipient beacon. Setting

transmission to the recipient beacon can be performed independently of management

system logging, after the management system has stored the settings in association with the

recipient beacon identifier (e.g., in response to receipt of a confirmation packet, which can

include a go-ahead instruction, the settings, or any other suitable information), or at any

other suitable time.

[0077] In a second variation, the frames include recipient beacon frames and the

setting repository is the management system. In this variation, the user device receives the

recipient beacon frames and transmits the frame and/or recipient beacon identifier to the

management system. The management system determines the settings for the frames (e.g.,

using S200, retrieving pre-stored settings for an identified beacon, retrieving settings from

a source beacon, receiving settings from a user device, etc.), and associates the settings with

the recipient beacon identifier. The management system can optionally return the



determined settings to the user device, wherein the user device transmits the settings to the

recipient beacon frames.

[0078] In a first example, the setting values (e.g., broadcast parameter values) are

directly retrieved by a recipient beacon from a source beacon and stored by the recipient

beacon. In a second example, the setting values are retrieved by a user device from the

source beacon and directly transferred by the user device to the recipient beacon. In a third

example, the setting values are retrieved by a user device from the source beacon and

transmitted by the user device to the management system (e.g., with the recipient beacon

identifier), wherein the management system stores the received settings with the recipient

beacon identifier and transmits a confirmation packet (e.g., with the settings, with

instructions to transfer) to the user device. The user device then transfers the settings (e.g.,

from the packet, from the source beacon) to the recipient beacon upon confirmation packet

receipt. In a fourth example, a first and second frame are received from the source and

recipient beacon, respectively, at the user device. The user device transfers the source and

recipient beacon frames and/or identifiers (extracted from the frames) to the management

system, which associates settings (e.g., broadcast parameter values, tags, returned

information, etc.), associated with the source beacon identifier, with the recipient beacon

identifier. The management system can optionally transmit a confirmation packet to the

user device, which can respond in a similar manner to the third example. In a fifth example,

the user device receives frames broadcast by the beacons in the cluster and transmits the

frames, identifiers, and/or other signal information (e.g., RSSI) to the management system.

The management system determines the setting values for the individual beacons or cluster

(e.g., calculates the setting values, retrieves the setting values, etc.), and transmits all or

some of the determined setting values (e.g., broadcast parameters addressed to individual

beacons) to the user device, which forwards the setting values to the respective beacons. In a

sixth example, the beacons connect to and/or receive setting values from the management

system directly (e.g., using WiFi). However, the settings can be otherwise assigned (e.g.,

virtually, in the management system; physically, in the beacons).

4.4 Operating the beacon according to the settings.

[0079] Operating the beacon according to the settings S500 functions to operate the

beacon cluster in coordination. In a first variation, all beacons in the cluster broadcast a



common identifier and/or frame information, according to the shared settings, wherein the

management system returns the same information for a user device request including the

common identifier and/or frame information (example shown in FIGURES 13-15). In a first

embodiment of the first variation, the beacons serially broadcast the frame to cooperatively

simulate a single beacon's broadcasting schedule. In a second embodiment of the first

variation, the beacons substantially concurrently broadcast the frame to cooperatively

simulate a single beacon's signal strength for a given location (examples shown in FIGURES

14 and 15). In a second variation, a new beacon broadcasts the same information as an old

beacon (examples shown in FIGURES 12 and 13). In a third variation, a user request

including a new beacon's identifier returns the same information as a user request including

the old beacon's identifier (example shown in FIGURE 11). However, the beacons can be

otherwise operated according to the settings.

4.5 Resetting the source beacon.

[0080] The method can optionally include resetting a source beacon S600, which

functions to reset the source beacon to default settings and/or assign new settings to the

source beacon. The source beacon can be reset before, during, and/or after setting transfer

to the recipient beacon. In a first variation, a reset instruction is sent to the source beacon

(e.g., by the user device, recipient beacon, management system, etc.), wherein the source

beacon automatically resets upon receipt of the reset instruction. In a second variation, new

settings (e.g., default settings) are transmitted to the source beacon, wherein the new

settings overwrite the old settings. However, the source beacon can be otherwise reset.

Resetting the source beacon can optionally include: transmitting a reset confirmation to the

management system (e.g., via the user device), presenting an instruction to the user on the

user device to remove the source beacon from the mounting surface, or include any other

suitable process.

4.6 Beacon and/or cluster operation in different beacon modes.

[0081] The method can optionally include operating the beacon between one or more

operation modes, which functions to selectively operate the beacon using different beacon

settings. The beacon operation mode can be selected based on individual beacon telemetry

values, context (e.g., time of day, number of user devices within range), cluster telemetry

values, or any other suitable variable. The operation mode can be user-selected, determined



by a user device, the beacon itself, a remote computing system, or another computing

system (e.g., using a neural network; a set of rules; a schedule; context, such as the time of

day or number of user devices within range; operation parameters; etc.), or otherwise

determined. In a first example, after beacon setting migration from an old beacon to a new

beacon, the old and new beacons operate in the serial broadcasting mode until the old

beacon is dead (e.g., the old beacon SOC falls below a threshold SOC). In a second example,

the beacon cluster can operate in the concurrent broadcasting mode until a beacon in the

cluster dies (e.g., the measured signal strength at the location is consistently lower than the

target signal strength), wherein the system automatically re-determines and re-assigns the

beacon settings for the remaining beacons in the cluster (e.g., resulting in remaining beacon

operation in a new concurrent broadcasting mode, independent broadcasting mode, serial

broadcasting mode, etc.). However, the system can otherwise accommodate for individual

beacon loss and/or otherwise control beacon operation in different operation modes.

[0082] Embodiments of the system and/or method can include every combination

and permutation of the various system components and the various method processes,

wherein one or more instances of the method and/or processes described herein can be

performed asynchronously (e.g., sequentially), concurrently (e.g., in parallel), or in any

other suitable order by and/or using one or more instances of the systems, elements, and/or

entities described herein.

[0083] As a person skilled in the art will recognize from the previous detailed

description and from the figures and claims, modifications and changes can be made to the

preferred embodiments of the invention without departing from the scope of this invention

defined in the following claims.



CLAIMS

We Claim:

1. A method for scheduling Bluetooth beacon broadcasting, comprising:

• determining a target broadcasting period;

• determining a common broadcast identifier;

• determining collocation of a first and second Bluetooth beacon;

• in response determining collocation of the first and second Bluetooth beacon:

• assigning the common broadcast identifier to each of the first and second

Bluetooth beacon; and

• determining a broadcasting period and a broadcasting time for each of the

first and second Bluetooth beacon based on the target broadcasting period;

and

• broadcasting the common broadcast identifier from the first and second Bluetooth

beacon according to the respective broadcasting interval and broadcasting time,

wherein the first and second Bluetooth beacon cooperatively broadcast the common

identifier at the target broadcasting period.

2. The method of claim l , wherein the first and second beacon each comprise a battery

with a state of charge, wherein the broadcasting intervals for the first and second beacon are

determined based on the state of charge for the respective beacon.

3. The method of claim 2, further comprising:

• receiving a frame broadcast by the respective beacon; and

• extracting the state of charge for the respective beacon from the frame.

4. The method of claim 2, wherein the broadcasting intervals for the first and second

beacons are equal.

5. A method for scheduling broadcasting for a first and second beacon, comprising:

• determining collocation of the first and second beacons;

• assigning a common identifier to the first and second beacons in response to first

and second beacon collocation determination;



• determining a broadcast schedule for the first and second beacons in response to

first and second beacon collocation determination; and

• broadcasting the common identifier according to the broadcast schedule from the

first and second beacons.

6. The method of claim 5, wherein determining the broadcast schedule comprises:

• receiving a target broadcasting parameter from a user device; and

• determining target broadcasting parameter values for the first and second beacons

based on the target broadcasting parameter.

7. The method of claim 6, wherein the target broadcasting parameter comprises a

target advertising interval;

wherein determining the target broadcasting parameter values comprises determining an

advertising interval and an advertisement time for each of the first and second beacons,

based on the target advertising interval; and

wherein broadcasting the common identifier according to the broadcast schedule from the

first and second beacons cooperatively broadcasts the common identifier at the target

advertising interval.

8. The method of claim 6, wherein the target broadcasting parameter comprises a

target signal strength for a physical location, different from a first and second beacon

location;

wherein broadcasting the common identifier according to the broadcast schedule comprises

broadcasting a signal comprising the common identifier from each of the first and second

beacons; and

wherein the signals broadcast by the first and second beacons constructively interfere at the

physical location to create a total signal having the target signal strength.

9. The method of claim 8, wherein determining the broadcasting schedule for the first

and second beacons comprises determining a broadcasting power, lower than a reference

broadcasting power associated with the target signal strength at the physical location for a

single beacon, for the first and second beacon.

10. The method of claim 9, wherein determining the broadcasting schedule further

comprises determining an advertisement time for the first and second beacons, wherein



determining the advertisement time and the broadcasting power for the first and second

beacon comprises:

• at a user device, connecting to the first and second beacons; and

• while the user device is connected to the first and second beacons and located at the

physical location, iteratively adjusting the respective broadcasting power and the

respective advertisement time for the first and second beacons until a total received

signal strength, measured at the user device, is within a predetermined range of the

target signal strength.

11. The method of claim 5, wherein determining collocation of the first and second

beacon comprises:

• broadcasting a first and second broadcast identifier from the first and second

beacons, respectively; and

• receiving the first and second broadcast identifier at a user device within a

predetermined time period, while the user device is located within a predetermined

physical location.

12. The method of claim 11, wherein further comprising:

at the user device:

• transmitting the first and second beacon identifier to the remote computing system;

at the remote computing system:

• resolving the first and second beacon identifiers into a first and second manufacturer

identifier for the first and second beacons, respectively;

• assigning the common identifier to the first and second beacon, comprising assigning

the common identifier to the first and second manufacturer identifiers;

• determining the broadcast schedule for the first and second beacons based on a

target broadcasting parameter; and

• transmitting the common identifier and broadcast schedule for the first and second

beacons to the first and second beacons, wherein the first and second beacon

broadcast the common identifier according to the respective broadcast schedule after

receiving the common identifier and respective broadcast schedule from the user

device.



13. The method of claim 5, wherein determining collocation of the first and second

beacons comprises:

• detecting a trigger event; and

• determining first and second beacon collocation with the first beacon in response to

trigger event detection.

14. The method of claim 13, wherein the trigger event comprises first beacon

acceleration satisfying a predetermined pattern, wherein the first beacon acceleration is

sampled by an orientation sensor on-board the first beacon.

15. The method of claim 14, wherein determining first and second beacon collocation

with the first beacon comprises:

• operating the first beacon in a master mode while broadcasting a preliminary signal

with the second beacon;

• receiving the preliminary signal at the first beacon; and

• determining first and second beacon collocation when a signal strength of the

preliminary signal, measured at the first beacon, exceeds a signal strength threshold.

16. A method for scheduling beacon advertising, comprising:

• determining a common broadcast identifier;

• determining collocation of a plurality of beacons at a first location;

• determining a target signal strength for a second location different from the first

location;

• in response determining collocation of the plurality of beacons:

• assigning the common broadcast identifier to each beacon of the plurality;

• determining an advertisement time and a broadcasting power for each beacon

of the plurality based on the target signal strength, wherein the broadcasting

power for each beacon is lower than a reference broadcasting power

associated with the target signal strength at the physical location for a single

beacon; and

• broadcasting a signal comprising the common broadcast identifier from each beacon

of the plurality, wherein each signal is broadcast at the respective advertisement time

with the respective broadcasting power, wherein the signals cooperatively broadcast



by the plurality of beacons constructively interfere at the physical location to create a

total signal having the target signal strength.

17. The method of claim 16, wherein the signals are broadcast concurrently.

18. The method of claim 16, wherein determining the broadcasting power and the

advertisement time for each beacon of the plurality comprises:

• at a user device located at the physical location, connecting to each beacon of the

plurality; and

• while the user device is connected to each beacon of the plurality, iteratively

adjusting the respective broadcasting power and the respective advertisement time

for each beacon of the plurality until a target condition is met.

19. The method of claim 18, wherein the target condition comprises a total received

signal strength, measured at the user device, falling within a predetermined range of the

target signal strength.

20. The method of claim 16, wherein the beacon comprises an omnidirectional Bluetooth

antenna, wherein the signal is broadcast using the omnidirectional Bluetooth antenna.

21. A method for beacon parameter migration, comprising:

• broadcasting a first and second identifier from a first and second Bluetooth beacon,

respectively;

• at a user device:

• receiving the first and second identifiers;

• connecting to the first and second Bluetooth beacons based on the first and

second identifiers, respectively;

• retrieving parameter values for the first Bluetooth beacon based on the first

identifier;

• transmitting the parameter values to the second beacon; and

• transmitting the first and second identifiers to a remote processing system;

• at the second Bluetooth beacon:

• storing the parameter values in on-board storage;

• broadcasting based on the parameter values, comprising broadcasting the first

identifier;



• at the remote processing system:

• resolving the first and second identifiers into a first and second unique identifier

for the first and second Bluetooth beacon, respectively; and

• associating the parameter values with the second unique identifier.

22. A method for beacon parameter migration, comprising:

• broadcasting a first and second identifier from a first and second beacon,

respectively;

• at a user device:

• receiving the first and second identifiers;

• connecting to the first and second beacons based on the first and second

identifiers, respectively;

• retrieving parameter values for the first beacon based on the first identifier; and

• transmitting the parameter values to the second beacon;

• at the second beacon:

• storing the parameter values in on-board storage; and

• broadcasting based on the parameter values.

23. The method of claim 22, wherein the first and second identifiers are broadcast using

a short-range wireless radio.

24. The method of claim 22, wherein the first and second identifiers are broadcast using

a first and second Bluetooth radio of the first and second beacons, respectively.

25. The method of claim 22, wherein broadcasting based on the parameter values

comprises broadcasting the first identifier from the second beacon.

26. The method of claim 22, further comprising resetting the first beacon to default

settings after the parameter values are transmitted to the second beacon.

27. The method of claim 26, further comprising transmitting a reset instruction to the

first beacon after the parameter values have been retrieved.

28. The method of claim 22, wherein retrieving parameter values for the first beacon

comprises retrieving the parameter values from storage on-board the first beacon.

29. The method of claim 22, further comprising:



• transmitting the second identifier to a remote computing system from the user

device;

• resolving the second identifier into a unique beacon identifier at the remote

computing system; and

• associating the parameter values with the unique beacon identifier at the remote

computing system.

30. The method of claim 29, wherein associating the parameter values with the unique

beacon identifier comprises:

• receiving the first identifier from the user device; and

• associating the parameter values, stored by the remote computing system in

association with the first identifier, with the unique beacon identifier.

31. The method of claim 22, further comprising identifying the second beacon as an

unconfigured beacon, prior to transmitting the parameter values to the second beacon,

comprising:

• retrieving second parameter values from the second beacon; and

• identifying the second beacon as an unconfigured beacon in response to the second

parameter values matching default parameter values.

32. A method for Bluetooth beacon parameter migration, comprising:

• determining new beacon collocation with a configured Bluetooth beacon;

• retrieving parameter values for the configured Bluetooth beacon in response to

collocation determination;

• storing the parameter values on the new beacon; and

• operating the new beacon according to the parameter values.

33. The method of claim 32, wherein new beacon collocation with the configured beacon

is detected by the new beacon.

34. The method of claim 32, further comprising, prior to storing the parameter values on

the new beacon:

• broadcasting a first and second identifier from the configured Bluetooth beacon and

the new beacon, respectively; and

• receiving the first and second identifier at a user device.



35. The method of claim 34, wherein operating the new beacon comprises broadcasting

the first identifier from the new beacon.

36. The method of claim 34, wherein retrieving parameter values for the configured

Bluetooth beacon comprises, at the user device:

• connecting to the configured Bluetooth beacon and the new beacon based on the first

and second identifiers, respectively; and

• retrieving the parameter values from the configured Bluetooth beacon;

the method further comprising:

• transmitting the retrieved parameter values to the new beacon, wherein the

parameter values are stored on the new beacon in response to parameter value

receipt at the new beacon.

37. The method of claim 34, further comprising:

• transmitting the first and second identifier from the user device to a remote

computing system; and

• associating the parameter values with the new beacon at the remote computing

system in response to receiving the first and second identifier at the remote

computing system.

38. The method of claim 37, wherein associating the parameter values with the new

beacon at the remote computing system comprises:

• resolving the second identifier into a unique beacon identifier for the new beacon;

and

• associating the parameter values with the unique beacon identifier at the remote

computing system.

39. The method of claim 38, wherein the user device retrieves the parameter values from

the configured Bluetooth beacon, the method further comprising:

• transmitting the parameter values from the user device to the remote computing

system;

• associating the parameter values, received from the user device, with the unique

beacon identifier at the remote computing system; and



• transmitting a confirmation packet to the user device in response to parameter value

association with the unique beacon identifier.

40. The method of claim 39, wherein the confirmation packet comprises the parameter

values, wherein the user device transmits the parameter values from the confirmation

packet to the new beacon.
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